
Glacier Probus Club – Membership Survey Results

1)  Surveys Completed;

This survey was carried out near the end of calendar year 2016, and a total of 42 
Survey forms were submitted (of which 2 withheld their names).  Considering 
that about 50 members are couples using the same email address (and 1 
response is likely for both), we can extrapolate that approximately 30% of 
members actually responded.

Survey experts generally consider any survey response is most likely to be from a
dissatisfied or a very satisfied “customer”, and here we find there were very few 
negative comments, we can extrapolate whatever we wish from that.

-  12 members provided Personal Comments about themselves
-  23 members provided General Comments (about the Club)
-  16 members provided Meeting Comments
-  14 members provided Activities Comments
-  20 members provided Special Events Comments

2)  Please tell us about yourself;

-  31 checked off they had been in the Club for more than 1 year
-  31 checked off they had belonged to other social or charitable organizations
-  28 checked off they had been a volunteer or leader in other organizations
-  12 members provided personal comments;

-   Member of Courtenay Kiwanis ,(4x president) Canadian cancer society.
    (22 years) Free Mason dispatcher. (10 years) Santa workshop. (2 years)
-   new member newly retired
-   I joined in Sept.2016
-   Almost 25 years in Kiwanis Clubs in 3 different locations; President in 2,
    including Marco Island, FL where we raised more that $100,000/year. 
-  Over the years I have been very involved in a number of Clubs. I was
    Secretary for the our local branch of Quota International and also District
    Secretary and Canada Area Secretary. 
-   I Have lived in the valley over 40 years and have always been in a volunteer
    and still am especially with the elder people I'm very social and find as I've 
    gotten older some of my friends have moved or are ill thats why I joined 
    you're club to meet some new people and enjoy coming to the meetings.
-   Long time active Freemason. Affiliated with Cumberland Lodge No.26 locally.
-   For the last year I've been working part time babysitting for several families.
    I also sell my book about how to prepare raw vegan foods, and teach some
    raw food classes. (www.rawrose.com)
-   I am presently the Activity Groups Director and a Hiking co-leader
-   I currently lead the bike group

http://www.rawrose.com/


-   Busy, retired but still interested
-   I have been a member of Glacier Probus for most of 2016

3)  What do you like about the Club?;

-  20 checked off they like the Meetings
-  38 checked off they like the Social Activity Groups
-  32 checked off they like the Physical Activity Groups
-  30 checked off they like the Special Events
-  23 members provided comments;

-   I find the member are friendly and helpful. 
-   Like the club the way it is. I do not see any reason to make any changes.
    The guest speakers at the meeting, is a very good one.
-   I like the monthly news and the website photos to keep me updated. And I
    find the Calendar invaluable!
-   Not able to attend all club meetings as previous have commitments.
-   Excellent welcome for new members
-   Have only played bridge
-   I like the choice of so many activities
-   I like that the club leans towards social and physical activities meetings -
    good speakers are difficult to get but lots of different options should be 
    available.....know it is not easy.
-   I like a lot of people
-   was also gainfully employed by a not-for-profit organization which had
    charitable status. I have been involved with not-for-profit organizations 
    which are largely driven by volunteers and have social components. 
-   Certainly appreciate the "fellowship" at all events
-   I like that members are encouraged to start new activity groups. 
-   I enjoy the continuity of the activity events - it gets me out more than before
    we joined up (I am a master procrastinator)
-   Well balanced with something for everyone who really wants to expand their
    social life and level of activity.
-   Club seems to have a good reputation for welcoming new members 
-   I have found that being a member of Glacier Probus Club both rewarding and
    beneficial. I have made many good friends and it has given me a good 
    variety of activities. 
-   I find most people are very friendly and that’s what you want in a club 
-   Some of us are effectively excluded from special events (most of which
    involve food) because of dietary restrictions (e.g., gluten/dairy intolerance;
     allergies; vegetarian). It would be good to see some attempt to 
    accommodate dietary restrictions. (Eg, gluten / dairy intolerance, allergies,
    vegetarian). It would be good to look at some dietary restrictions.
-   I'm enjoying socializing with people my age and learning about new things
    (e.g. books/topics at Random Readers, discussions at Issues & Topics,
    speakers at club meetings, interesting discussions at Wine & Appies, plus



    snowshoeing & walking in the future). The members are very friendly and
    welcoming. 
-   Nancy and I joined the club because of its many varied activities and
    opportunities to socialize. 
-   The club seems to be very well run. My wife tells me that the website is good. 
-   We have found the club members to be generally welcoming.
-   We appreciate the range of activities available through the club. 

4)  Suggestions for the monthly meeting?;

-   The current format and content seems very interesting. I have no brilliant
    suggestion to make. 
-   I would like it if we did some social interaction games or activities. I Want to
    interact with the members and have some laughs. I am not fond of the 
    speakers.  maybe guests speakers involved in new activities in the 
    community whether business or charity new developments ie What is going 
    to happen with Longlands now that Crown Isle has purchased
-   Mt Washington changes with new ownership
-   Make the meetings shorter..
-   Sorry ... I'm just not interested in sitting in meetings!
-   Perhaps we could improve our making members aware of the draw, who won
    them, and what the prizes were.
-   Good speakers are key. Ken Lee was excellent
-   Technology Director to spend a few minutes each month providing simple tips
    on how to use the website, or having a short Q and A session where members 
    can ask questions on the same subject 
-   The sound system seems to me inadequate in that speakers often move the
    mic. away from their mouths so that the sound is not picked up. Perhaps a
    clip-on mic. would work better.
-   Serve beer
-   Maybe some more controversial topics. Better coffee.
-   I would prefer a morning meeting.
-   I attend the meetings to socialize and to hear the speaker.
-   I know there are limitations on choices of meeting spaces, but I feel that the
    present space, seating and general lack of character isn't conducive to 
    speakers' presentations and mingling. It's too large.
-   Please get some more modern speakers. I don't like living in the past.
    However, a GOOD speaker on a boring topic is better than a BAD speaker on
    any topic. We've found the speakers this year, so far, not at all interesting. 
    We don't want to endure the meetings. 
-   Sound system needs to be improved. Chairs are very uncomfortable. Would
    be interested in hearing from speakers whose work or passions are directly
    related to the interests and concerns of retirees: travel, personal security,
    internet scams, other forms of scamming, wills and estates, and personal 
    well-being. 



5)  Suggestions for Activity Groups?;

-   I realize there is a Monday afternoon walk and it is not well attended. Is this
    due to the walk being an easy walk? If so, could we have an afternoon walk
    that would be like the Tuesday morning walks. I guess I am trying to ask if we
    could have an afternoon walk or hike that would be from 4km to 9kms. 
-   I am in several different groups and enjoy them all. Do not feel any of them
    need to be changed.
-   The groups I belong to are very well managed, plus there is enough variety
    to keep them interesting. 
-   activity dates are sometimes a conflict. (my problem)
-   No I think the group leaders do a great job & most are open to suggestions
    my members in the group.
-   It's a big contribution of time on the part of the various coordinators, and so
    I would just like to see greater participation by members in the groups they 
    have joined. Hopefully feedback from this survey will indicate how that can 
    be accomplished.
-   I think most Group Leaders put a lot of thought and planning into their
    events, including the social component, and that is what helps make them
    successful.
-   Walking group to look at additional places to walk
-   I would like to see more members be encouraged to be Coordinators or to
    at least lead an activity from time to time.
-   Discrimination against people walking with well-behaved dogs is really
    annoying. It also seems quite irrational as the one or two people who object 
    choose to walk on trails where they routinely encounter off-leash dogs.
-   Continue to keep the calendar updated to show dates of future meetings.
    Ideally schedule Wine & Appies a month or two in advance, so that dates 
    are known....I know that's not always possible since people are offering their
     homes for it.
-   No. They are well organized, monitored and the variety is great.
-   Sure. Later start times for dinners.
-   A birding group that actually goes out birding and an active
    photography group.

6)  Suggestions for Special Events?

-   How about a local craft beer tour?
-   Special events are good and we could use more of them.  The New Live
    Music Appreciation Group sounds fun.
-   I have participated in several special events and have enjoyed them all.
-   Great selection/variety of special events!
-   The mystery tour was incredible and I would like to do another one but
    realize it is a lot of work for the organizer
-   I love the special events 
-   an overnight surprise trip to Lake Cowichan (wine and food) or other areas of



    interest for "everyone" Trivial Pursuit night Fundraising for a worthwhile cause
    New events or tours being held on the island that we could do an overnight
    group departure for. An evening is Tuscany was superb. 
-   These are great fellowship opportunities. Unfortunately as a "Snowbird" I
    really can.t take full advantage.
-   Suggestions for future events: - Whale watching - Casual day cruise with
    Lady Rose Marine Services out of Port Alberni - RV'ing for a few days 
    at a designated RV park - Alaskan or Caribbean cruise
-   I think these events are great.... it would be fun to have an overnight dining
    and shopping trip to Victoria, perhaps use the Express Bus to keep costs down.
-   I think it's a great idea to have these special events, especially when
    transport is provided.
-   Would an event at the Sid Williams Theatre be considered in the future.
-   The sound system seems to me inadequate in that speakers often move
    the mic. away from their mouths so that the sound is not picked up. Perhaps
    a clip-on mic. would work better.
-   Great idea, am hoping to participate in the future.
-   Pleased the Birding Group has been reactivated. Photography Group could
    meet more frequently.
-   I'm looking forward to the Christmas Dinner & Dance, Bowling and Games
    Nights. The Chemainus Theatre sounds great...just a little more than I 
    want to spend.
-   Haven't been able to take any in to date.
-   I like the Special Events. Better bus situations would be good.
    I recognize we're limited. 

7)  Website and Communications?

-  25 checked off they find the website easy to navigate
-  26 checked off they sign up for activities online
-  20 checked off they look at the Club Calendar frequently
-  22 checked off they look at Club News online
-  27 checked off they look at Activity Group News online
-  21  checked off they look at the E-News Bulletins
-  20  checked off they use the Online Pay Option

8)  Other comments or suggestions for the Club?

-   I don't have many suggestions because I am very happy with my experiences
    with the club so far. While the monthly meeting was not one of the things 
    that attracted me to the club, I haven't missed many and plan to continue 
    to attend most. In short, really nice people to be active with, and a great
    website are the main strong points in my opinion. 
-   I m already helping with the Issues & Topics Group. :)
-   I am in for the long term.
-   I was surprised at how much bureaucracy was involved in Probus but I do



    sincerely appreciate the efforts of all the people who have worked so hard 
    to make this club a success!
-   I intend to continue promoting the Singles group for as long as I'm a
    member of the Glacier club.
-   As with every club, strata, etc., there will always be some disagreement
    among members, and occasionally it might appear that there are too many
    chiefs and not enough Indians, as the old saying goes. I think if the Club 
    closely follows the by-laws, addresses issues as they arise; if members 
    respect differences of opinion, etc., then the Club will continue to attract 
    and retain members and, most importantly, volunteers to fill coordinator 
    and executive roles.
-   I am happy with the direction of the club and find many aspects meet
    my expectations.
-   Debates on topical issues?
-   I just wish we had a nicer hall I find the hall quite cold. They have a lovely
    hall at St John Anglican church on 5th street Crty. I don't know if its 
    available but we rented it for years for the Celtic Club . and some dance 
    groups I know rent it in the evenings.
-   It would be great if there were herbal tea bags at the monthly meeting,
    vs caffeinated tea...not a deal breaker, but would be nice.
-   I would like to help out with the monthly meetings but it often conflicts
    with another commitment which I cannot miss. 


